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Figure S1. Annual mean sea surface temperatures
(SSTs) used in the modern (top) simulation and SST
anomalies used in the PRISM4 (middle) and the ideal-
ized (bottom) simulations.
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Figure S2. Topography around upwelling site near Cal-
ifornia used in the 1.0-degree (left), 0.5-degree (middle)
and 0.25-degree (right) simulations. Black dots indicate
the upwelling site and squares indicate the domain in
which the upwelling indices are calculated.
Figure S3. Scatter plot for the alongshore wind stress
as a function of distance from shore for 1.0deg (left),
0.5-deg (middle) and 0.25-deg (right), for modern (blue),
PRISM4 (red) and idealized (green) cases.
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Figure S4. Daily indices for coastal and offshore up-
welling around California site, for the modern (blue),
PRISM4 (red) and idealized (green) cases. Both indices
are calculated by daily wind stress data from the last year
of the 0.25 degree simulations.
Figure S5. Number of strong upwelling days per year, by month, for 1◦ case (left) and 0.25◦ case (right).
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Figure S6. The sensitivity of upwelling event statistics
to threshold duration used to define an upwelling event,
shown for the three model resolutions used in this study.
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Figure S7. The sensitivity of upwelling event statis-
tics to threshold amplitude used to define an upwelling
event, shown for the three model resolutions used in this
study. The x-axis shows the amplitude threshold used,
where zero refers to a threshold 5 m s−1, and the results
for thresholds that are smaller and larger by 20 and 40
percents are shown.
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Figure S8. The response of the Hadley cell to the differ-
ent SSTs. (upper) upwelling-season (Feb-Sept) averaged
Hadley stream function (1010 kg s−1) for modern SST.
(middle) Prism minus modern. (lower) idealized minus
modern
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Figure S9. The change in zonal-mean precipitation in response to the different SST scenarios.
Figure S10. The absolute value of the zonally-averaged
meridional SST gradient (deg C per km) for the different
SST scenarios, showing weakening equatorward of about
40N/S, leading to the shift in cyclone location.
